TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

Cambridge delivers robust and scalable technology solutions to help you keep pace with changing requirements and priorities.
Whether we are developing and refining functionality, implementing new capabilities, optimizing existing operations, or
re-engineering legacy systems, we deliver cybersecurity, software, mobility, engineering and integration, and IT-managed
services tailored to your diverse needs. Our personnel couple their knowledge of leading technologies with an in-depth
understanding of your organization or agency, your mission, and the unique challenges you face to help you innovate,
modernize, and transform your IT environment to meet current and future technology challenges.
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Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity and infrastructure vulnerabilities pose a serious threat to our economy and national security. Cambridge
leverages our proven experience in incident response, cyber threat intelligence, security engineering, and Assessment and
Authorization (A&A) to enhance our customers’ capabilities across the DoD and Federal enterprises. Our Cyber Network
Defense (CND) experts can help identify and eliminate threats through Cyber intelligence, traffic monitoring, vulnerability
scanning, application scanning, and endpoint protection. Additionally, our compliance cadre have mastered the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Risk Management Framework (RMF) and provide full-spectrum A&A services
including the development of System Security Plans (SSP), Contingency/Disaster Recovery Plans and audit policy. They also
provide Risk Assessment, Security Controls Assessment, and Security Program Review services to ensure compliance with
Federal IT Security requirements.

Services
· Assessment and Authorization
· Threat Analytics
· Incident Response
· Security Engineering
· Programmatic Support
· Secure Federal Networks Security
· Critical Infrastructure Protection
· Continuous Security Monitoring

· Vulnerability Management
· Insider Threat Detection
· Data Loss Detection
· Penetration Testing
· Log Management
· Information Assurance
· Forensic Analysis
· Security Risk Management

Cybersecurity Support to Federal Law Enforcement
Cybersecurity concerns pose a risk to many facets of public service and
infrastructure. Of these, law enforcement entities who combat the terrorist,
criminal, and counter-intelligence networks that threaten the stability and
peace of the nation need immediate protection. Moreover, they need to be the
standard bearer of the best practices associated with information assurance.
Cambridge is supporting this exact need for a federal law enforcement client.
Cambridge cybersecurity support includes not only the development and
implementation of policies and doctrine surrounding information assurance
but also the design, development, and application of tools to ensure
compliance with those standards. Our cybersecurity experts apply their
in-depth knowledge of risk management framework to assess and support
the security requirements and to identify security concerns before they become a significant threat.
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IT-Managed Services

Cambridge provides IT-managed services that support the total lifecycle of IT infrastructure from planning and design to
implementation, operations, security, and maintenance. We keep you up and running by ensuring that your IT enterprise is
efficient, secure, and operational. Our engineers can design, deploy, and operate your entire IT infrastructure including networks,
servers, service desks, business systems, and application development.

Services
· Network engineering
· Network analysis and design
· Systems engineering planning
· Trouble management
· Network capability analysis
· Transition and implementation
· Network operations
· Circuit development
· Integration engineering

· Performance optimization
· Network management
· Infrastructure governance
· Proactive performance assessment
· Services testing and validation
· Capacity analysis
· Service asset and configuration management
· Helpdesk support

IT Service Management for Networking Capabilities
The growing information demands of business require an agile and resilient
enterprise providing on-demand, real-time, secure access from any device,
anytime, and anywhere to meet business needs. Cambridge designs, develops,
implements, operates, and maintains elastic infrastructure, computing, and
storage capabilities for our customers. For a U.S. federal customer, Cambridge
took on a modernization effort to upgrade the capacity of their network and
fundamentally changed the way it secures and protects its information.
In support of this customer, Cambridge deployed joint regional security stacks.
Each physical stack is comprised of racks of equipment allowing information
traversing the network to be continuously monitored to ensure
optimal response time and performance, and eliminate critical failure points.
This also enables big data analytics that analysts and operators use to make sense of the data. Our modernization efforts
delivered increased operational effectiveness, cost efficiencies, and enhanced cybersecurity posture for the customer.
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Systems Engineering and Integration

Cambridge delivers systems engineering and integration services that bring together technologies, hardware, and software to
create effective solutions that satisfy your operational needs and help you be more agile and efficient. Our services include
requirements development, architecture development, system integration, and risk management. Our experts provide turn-key
solutions for new requirements and upgrade solutions compatible with existing command and control, communications, and
surveillance system assets.

Services
· Requirements and architecture development
· Process engineering
· Configuration management
· Verification and validation
· System integration and test phase
· Early system check-out and initial operations
· Systems development lifecycle implementation
· Support to operations
· Readiness and transition to operations
· Program and project planning
· Program management

· Technology planning
· Risk management
· Quality assessment
· Security and accreditation
· Modeling and simulation
· C4ISR engineering
· Systems analysis
· COTS and legacy systems integration
· Emerging technology evaluation and integration
· Digital transformation, modernization, and optimization

System Engineering for Mobile On-Site Command and Control
When emergency situations arise, there is an urgent need for intuitive, reliable
critical communications systems for leadership to remotely manage response
operations. Cambridge understands this need for robust, durable turn-key
solutions and solution upgrades that are compatible with existing command
and control system assets. Our expert engineering and integration personnel
design, fabricate, and deliver ruggedized mobile emergency operations centers
(MEOC) that are equipped for deployment to disaster-stricken, hostile, and
other geographically-challenging locations.
Our MEOCs, which have been deployed to one of our partner nation customers
as part of U.S. humanitarian efforts, consist of heavy-duty Chevrolet Suburbans
modified to house a suite of communications equipment, a trailer
to deploy power-generation equipment, and a ruggedized deployable communications package. An essential component of
the MEOCs is the remote-control land-mobile radio console that enables a simultaneous satellite-based radio line with one
or all deployed MEOCs. This capability allows our customer to directly manage and control remote emergency operations.
The MEOCs were designed to operate using either their robust dual vehicular batteries or their shore-power system that
can connect to commercial power or the MEOC generator. This power versatility ensures that the MEOCs are always
energized and ready for deployment whenever our customer is faced with an urgent need for critical communications.
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